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Abstract— This workshop paper presents the challenges we
encountered when simulating fully-actuated Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) for our research and the solutions we developed
to overcome the challenges. We describe the ARCAD simula-
tor that has helped us rapidly implement and test different
controllers ranging from Hybrid Force-Position Controllers to
advanced Model Predictive Path Integrals and has allowed
us to analyze the design and behavior of different fully-
actuated UAVs. We used the simulator to enable real-world
deployments of our fully-actuated UAV fleet for different
applications. The simulator is further extended to support
the physical interaction of UAVs with their environment and
allow more UAV designs, such as hybrid VTOLs. The code for
the simulator can be accessed from https://github.com/
keipour/aircraft-simulator-matlab.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
systems has resulted in reduced costs and increased re-
searchers’ attention to UAV development. New applications
are introduced every day for free flight [1], [2], [3], [4], and
new designs are introduced (e.g., fully-actuated multirotors
and hybrid VTOLs [5]) to allow even more applications
that extend to aerial manipulation and physical interaction
of these robots with their environment [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

Many simulators have been introduced to support various
aspects of the growth of UAV applications and research.
The most common in use include Gazebo [11], which is
repurposed for UAVs, and AirSim [12], which focuses on the
photo-realistic camera input. Add-ons such as RotorS [13]
have been developed that enhance these simulators. On the
other hand, flight simulators, such as FlightGear [14] and
XPlane [15], have provided APIs for researchers which allow
defining and programming aircraft, but their support for small
aircraft (e.g., multirotors) is minimal. Defining new aircraft
types (e.g., fully-actuated UAVs) on all these simulators is
highly time-consuming, and the support for rapid prototyping
and analysis of new designs is minimal. Furthermore, their
support of physical interaction of UAVs is generally limited
and requires many “hacks” to even visually appear natural.

While developing a fully-actuated multirotor in our re-
search, we realized that no existing simulator could help us
rapidly analyze and test different aircraft designs or facilitate
the development of new controllers for these new aircraft. As
a result, we developed the ARCAD (AirLab Rapid Controller
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Fig. 1: Examples of the simulator’s features [16]. (a) A fully-
actuated multirotor designed and visualized. (b) Attitude
response analysis. (c) Wrench-set analysis. (d) A physical
interaction application (a UAV painting on the wall).

and Aircraft Design) simulator [16], [17], which allowed us
to rapidly model and analyze capabilities of new aircraft, de-
sign and analyze new controllers, and implement and visual-
ize new applications for them, including physical interaction
applications. This simulator assisted us with aircraft ranging
from fixed-pitched fully-actuated hexarotor to variable-pitch
hybrid VTOL, with designing various controllers ranging
from Hybrid Force-Position Controller (HPFC) to Model
Predictive Path Integral (MPPI), and with UAV applications
such as writing a text on a wall with a controlled force.

Figure 1 illustrates some of the visualized features of the
simulator. The major advantages of the simulator can be
summarized below:
• Rapid aircraft modeling,
• Rapid controller design,
• Supporting physical contact of UAVs with their environ-

ment,
• Visualization for UAV applications,
• Full wrench-set analysis for any state,
• Logging of all internal and external variables,
• Simplicity of extending with new features.

Compared to Gazebo and similar simulators, our simulator
significantly reduces the design and experimentation time
and provides additional analysis targeted for fully-actuated
UAVs and physical interaction tasks.

This workshop paper briefly discusses the major fea-



tures of the ARCAD simulator. The code for the simulator
can be accessed at https://github.com/keipour/
aircraft-simulator-matlab.

II. AIRCRAFT DESIGN

Our goal for developing the simulator was the ability to
design different aircraft models. Therefore, the current ver-
sion supports customized underactuated and fully-actuated
multirotors, fixed-wing aircraft, and hybrid VTOLs with just
a few lines of code. In addition to the general design of the
aircraft, all parameters can be customized, such as aerody-
namic properties for each rotor (e.g., the thrust and torque
coefficients) and even visualization properties (e.g., the size
of the rotors). Each component can also be customized; for
example, each rotor can be uni- or bidirectional, fixed- or
variable-pitch (with the desired axis and angle range), and a
manipulation arm can be added to the robot.

During the design process, the 3-D visualization of the
design is rendered, and all the resulting coordinate frames
can be visualized to ensure they are defined as desired.
Figure 2 illustrates some example designs defined in the
ARCAD simulator.
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Fig. 2: Visualization of some aircraft architectures [16]. (a)
A quadrotor with variable-pitch rotors (i.e., thrusters). (b) A
fully-actuated octorotor. (c) A fully-actuated hexarotor with
tilted arms and a manipulation arm, visualized with its rotor
axes and rotation directions. (d) Visualization of only the
axes for the hexarotors in (c). (e) A multilink multirotor
aircraft. (f) A hybrid VTOL with variable pitch rotors.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

The controller design in the simulator is modular, making
it simple to swap different submodules (e.g., the attitude
controller) or replace the whole controller with a new one
(e.g., with an MPPI controller [18]).

Currently, there are various controllers implemented in the
simulator that can be customized, ranging from simple nested
PID loops for position and attitude controllers to Hybrid
Position-Force controller (HPFC) [10], [17] and customized
controllers for fixed-wing and hybrid VTOLs [5], [19].

Figure 3 illustrates an example of automatic analysis
provided during the controller design.
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Fig. 3: Automatic analysis of the attitude response provided
suring controller design [16].

IV. ANALYSIS

Designing fully-actuated multirotors and new aircraft
types requires analysis beyond the limited requirements for
underactuated designs. The ARCAD simulator provides real-
time analysis for the wrench set [20] of the design and
supports visualization of all desired signals to facilitate
model and controller design as well as developing more
advanced UAV applications.

Figure 4 shows an example wrench set analysis for the
aircraft, and Figure 5 illustrates the sample plots for a
physical interaction application.
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Fig. 4: Wrench set and omni-directional acceleration anal-
ysis for aircraft [16]. (a) Moment set for a fully-actuated
multirotor. (b, c) Force set and cross-sections for the same
multirotor. (d) Moment set for the hybrid VTOL. (e, f) Omni-
directional acceleration sphere and cross-sections (along all
three axes) for the hexarotor with tilted arms.
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Fig. 5: A sample plot generated for a multirotor applying a
5 N force to a wall [16].

V. APPLICATIONS

The goal of developing a new simulator from scratch
was to enable our research on controller design and aircraft
model analysis. However, over time additional features were
implemented that have enabled the development of appli-
cations for the designed aircraft. Features such as 3-D and
POV camera views, devices such as force/torque sensors, 3-
D obstacle definitions with collision models, GUIs, higher-
level controllers, and high-quality video recordings of the
simulation are just a few examples.

Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the application where the
UAV is writing on the wall with a controlled force, and
Figure 7 shows a wire manipulation application.

Fig. 6: A multirotor writing AIR on the wall while control-
ling the applied force to 5 N [16].

VI. CONCLUSION

This workshop paper presented the ARCAD simulator that
has allowed our team rapidly prototype and develop new
fully-actuated aircraft, controllers, and applications, includ-
ing physical interaction.

Currently, the simulator is in MATLAB, which due to
historical reasons, was the right choice for our development
at the time. However, we realize that compared to other
prototyping languages, such as Python, MATLAB can limit
public access due to licensing and has lower performance.
Additionally, due to the recent popularity spike in Machine
Learning, Python has become a better choice for the public

Fig. 7: An application for wire manipulation using
UAVs [21].

interest. Therefore, we will slowly transition the simulator to
Python over time and improve the documentation. Moreover,
in future iterations, we plan to integrate the simulator with
ROS and MAVLINK.

Several real-world controllers and applications in our lab
have been developed in this simulator and were deployed
on real robots only after improving and verifying the meth-
ods. We hope this simulator can accelerate the research on
fully-actuated and other new types of aircraft and support
the development of new applications. The simulator can
be accessed from https://github.com/keipour/
aircraft-simulator-matlab.
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